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Abstract: Textual editors are omnipresent in all software tools. Editors provide basic features, such as
copy-pasting and searching, or more advanced features, such as error checking and text completion.
Current technologies in model-driven engineering can automatically generate textual editors to
manipulate domain-specific languages (DSLs). However, the customization and addition of new
features to these editors is often limited to changing the internal structure and behavior. In this paper,
we explore a new generation of self-descriptive textual editors for DSLs, allowing full configuration
of their structure and behavior in a convenient formalism, rather than in source code. We demonstrate
the feasibility of the approach by providing a prototype implementation and applying it in two
domain-specific modeling scenarios, including one in architecture modeling.

Keywords: domain-specific language; modeling editor; model-driven engineering; statecharts

1. Introduction

One of the main benefits of model-driven engineering (MDE) is the increased cus-
tomizability of software applications [1]. Moreover, MDE offers an automated control
of customizations based on abstract syntax structures, such as metamodels. This allows
software designers to reuse tools generated from models in a wide range of application
domains, while being predictable and ensuring a certain degree of correctness. Although
MDE has been widely applied in software engineering [2,3], we still observe a consider-
able shortage of customizable modeling tools for mainstream languages, such as the ones
proposed by the OMG (e.g., UML class diagrams, SysML [4]) and SAE (e.g., AADL [5]).

Textual editors are omnipresent in all software tools. Some editors provide basic
features, such as writing text, copy-pasting, and searching (e.g., notepads), while others
offer very advanced features, such as error checking, formatting, and text completion
(e.g., programming IDEs). Current technologies in MDE, such as MPS [1] and Xtext [6], can
automatically generate textual editors to manipulate domain-specific languages (DSLs).
However, the reuse of these generated domain-specific textual editors is hindered by the
substantial manual effort required for adapting the generators to new application contexts.
Moreover, the ability to customize or add new features to generated editors is often limited
to the specification of both the metamodel of the DSL and the grammar specifying its
concrete syntax. More detailed customizations of the editor, such as the structure and
behavior of the editor, pose significantly more complex challenges and might not be feasible
at all. In general, manual modifications to automatically generated editors are cumbersome,
error-prone, and hinder both the reusability and maintainability of the editor.

Explicitly modeling its structural and behavioral aspects can significantly improve the
customizability of the editor. Our research hypothesis is that appropriately chosen mod-
eling languages, particularly UML Class Diagrams (for the specification of the structure)
and Statecharts (for the specification of the behavior), can be employed for such purposes
and lower the customization cost of textual editors. Such an approach enables the reuse of
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editors as rich-text controls in possibly any modeling environment. A pertinent application
domain of the approach is system and software architecture modeling. The Architec-
ture & Analysis Design Language (AADL) [5] has been widely employed for modeling
the architecture of complex systems. AADL editors, such as the Open Source AADL
Tool Environment (OSATE) (https://github.com/osate/osate2, accessed on 4 November
2021), AADL Inspector (https://www.ellidiss.com/products/aadl-inspector, accessed
on 4 November 2021), and the Ocarina suite (https://github.com/OpenAADL/ocarina,
accessed on 4 November 2021), typically provide the user with textual facilities to model
the architecture. This is due to the scalability issues of graphical editors as models grow.
Thus, advanced textual editing features are required to facilitate an efficient engineering
workflow. Additionally, AADL is used in a variety of application domains and platforms,
and as a consequence, the extensibility of AADL editors bears particular importance.

In this paper, we explore the feasibility of customizing textual editors for DSLs by
explicitly modeling their structure and behavior. The contributions of this paper are
the following.

• We study and discuss the feasibility of employing the Statecharts + Class Diagrams
formalism to customize the reactive behavior of editors. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no other approaches that model the reactive behavior of textual editors using
such an expressive modeling language.

• We provide a convenient grammar specification to define parsing and syntax-checking,
similarly to the grammar specifications found in EMFText [7] and in Spoofax [8].

• We provide a mapping specification from the grammar specification to a style-sheets
specification, specifying syntax-highlighting in a convenient language, similar to
the mechanisms found in tools such as MPS [1], that enable the customization of
syntax-highlighting schemas for DSLs.

• We provide an additional mapping specification from the grammar elements to an
existing metamodel definition which, besides being convenient automatic completion
features, can also add basic support for static semantics checking. This mechanism is
similar to the ones found in tools such as Spoofax/Stratego, which are based on term-
rewriting.

• We evaluate the performance and scalability of the editor using an illustrative model-
ing scenario. We note, however, that performance was not our primary concern at this
stage of development.

The benefits of our approach include: (i) enhanced reusability and platform-independence
due to the various available Statecharts compilers for different platforms; (ii) enhanced
modularization and visualization capabilities—for instance, UML Statecharts are hierar-
chical, allowing modularization of the overall behavior inside each state, and there exist
several Statecharts editors that can render and edit them in a convenient way; and finally
(iii) analyzability and correctness, since UML Statecharts have limited expressiveness (no
recursive calls), hence allowing automated analysis, such as in the mapping to existing
timed-automata model checkers [9].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly outline the
state-of-the-art of customizable textual editors. In Section 3, we present the architecture
of our solution. In Section 4, we demonstrate the customization of the editor from three
different points of view: end user, language engineer, and tool builder. In Section 5, we
report on the performance and scalability of the current prototype implementation, using
realistic modeling scenarios. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2. Customization in Existing Text Editors

A focal point of many modern editors and language workbenches is their support for
customization. This is often achieved in concert with an emphasis on the reusability of
features, such as parsing and interactive syntax checking (e.g., in atom.io (https://atom.io/,
accessed on 4 November 2021) and EMFText [7]), type checking and corresponding error

https://github.com/osate/osate2
https://www.ellidiss.com/products/aadl-inspector
https://github.com/OpenAADL/ocarina
https://atom.io/
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annotations (e.g., in Spoofax/Stratego [8]), automated syntax coloring, (semi-)automatic
text completion, and go-to definitions.

The traditional way of expressing customizations is to expose a set of options on a
data structure, handled by a class of algorithms, accessible by an API, or ultimately a DSL.
Tools like Xtext [6] and EMFText [7] provide productive DSLs to define grammars using
the Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF). The set of production rules is organized in a
way that implicitly defines a parsing state machine. While this is convenient, this comes at
the expense of an implicitly imposed workflow, impacting the reusability of these tools.
For instance, in EMFText, the customization workflow starts from an existing metamodel
(abstract syntax), and then the grammar is defined by implicitly referring to the metamodel
types. In Xtext, two workflows are possible: one is similar to EMFText, and the other starts
with the grammar specification from which the metamodel is automatically generated
subsequently. In contrast, our approach does not impose any particular workflow, as both
the structure and behavior of the editor can be completely reformulated in any order. For
instance, one could start describing the grammar to provide information for the parser
component, while completely neglecting any data structure or model repository.

Spoofax [8] provides customizability through mapping rules from the Syntax Defi-
nition formalism to a particular type system, captured as rewrite rules of a generic trans-
formation language. This concept allows other aptly designed solutions, e.g., for syntax
highlighting. Like the underlying parsing mechanism of Spoofax, our approach is also
modular. Composing grammars is achieved by the same mechanism as referencing non-
terminals of one grammar in the bodies of the production rules of another grammar.
The mechanism is based on a simple, scanner-less production rule evaluation technique,
combined with the power of context-free grammars. The scanner-less approach avoids
complex grammar composition in which lexers and parsers are composed separately like
in MontiCore [10], for example.

Projectional editors, such as MPS [1] and Gentleman [11], offer a different approach
to parsing and rewriting in a modeling environment, as well as different user interaction
strategies. MPS is a textual syntax-directed editor that presents limited options to the
users on each keystroke. For instance, MPS provides an interactive parse-rewrite option,
whereas Xtext uses the regular parse-once-rewrite option. For other options, the users
have to resort to writing source code. In contrast, our approach supports the definition of
entirely unpredictable interaction strategies. This level of freedom is enabled by Statecharts
+ Class Diagrams (SCCD) formalism [12]. Our approach is less beneficial in the case of
simplistic customizations, as modifying the SCCD model can be more cumbersome than
interacting with the tools MPS. However, the benefits of our approach are more evident in
the case of more intricate customizations. The SCCD formalism that explicitly models the
editor ensures easier changes, better reuse, and a less error-prone customization process,
as opposed to the code-based approach of MPS. Furthermore, SCCD has great expressive
power; thus, it is especially appropriate for capturing complex behavioral and structural
patterns. For example, SCCD allows the definition of parallel and hierarchical states, hence
easing the specification of autonomous, reactive systems, such as graphical user interfaces
and, in particular, our customizable text editor.

Unlike our approach, MPS and Spoofax cannot be easily reused or ported to a platform
other than their intended ones. Spoofax is available for Java and C, and MPS is grounded
in C. In the philosophy of their approach, they do not aim for their models to be reused.
The lack of tools supporting the easy customization of structure and behavior is mainly due
to their strong ties with specific programming platforms. This requires re-implementing
and re-compiling many parts of the tool, imposing a significant load on the end-user. In
contrast, our approach promotes abstracting editors from specific programming platforms
and focuses more on the explicit modeling of their essential components. Customizing and
porting explicitly modeled editors is a much simpler endeavor, especially when augmented
with the proper generative techniques producing high-quality platform-specific code from
the models. Such avenues have been explored by Beard [13], who proposed Statecharts as
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the modeling formalism to capture user interactions with a plain text editor. Sousa et al. [14]
use a rule-based engine to enable customizability of user interactions with graphical editors,
demonstrating the utility of explicitly modeled editors in the realm of graphical modeling
as well. Although it is not directly applicable in our approach, further customizing the
interaction with a textual editor is an interesting direction.

Significant effort has been dedicated to porting the language engineering and (meta-)
modeling capabilities of the Eclipse framework to the web. The Epsilon Playground project
(https://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/live, accessed on 4 November 2021), provides a web
application for experimenting with meta-modeling using the Emfatic syntax (https://www.
eclipse.org/emfatic/, accessed on 4 November 2021) for EMF models, and the languages of
the Epsilon platform [15]. The Eclipse Graphical Language Server Platform (GLSP) (https:
//www.eclipse.org/glsp/, accessed on 4 November 2021) is an open-source framework for
building custom diagram editors that can be embedded into web-based tools, or used in a
standalone fashion. The Language Server Protocol (LSP) enables reusing the capabilities
of existing tools, allowing building complex toolchains by tool orchestration. Although
similar from a user’s point of view, neither of these frameworks are explicitly modeled,
making the validation and verification of interaction models cumbersome. This is an
especially pressing issue, e.g., in toolchain certification [16], where compliance to domain-
specific standards has to be proven by verification, and often requires clear documentation
at the method level.

State-of-the-art AADL editors typically rely on textual editing, with occasional support
for graphical interfaces for high-level visualization. The Open Source AADL Tool Envi-
ronment (OSATE) provides textual and graphical facilities for engineering AADL models.
The textual representation provides a comprehensive view of all details of a system, while
the graphical provides a high-level overview and quick navigation in multiple dimensions.
As an Xtext-based implementation, OSATE is inherently tied to Java and specifically to
Eclipse. The challenges of extending Xtext-based editors are well-documented in the scien-
tific literature [17,18]. The AADL Inspector is a textual analysis suite that provides static
analysis and simulation tools to inspect and optimize AADL models. The tabs of the user
interface can be customized to display different analysis results, but the lack of access to the
editor’s source code prevents more intricate customizations. The Ocarina suite provides
textual facilities for the validation, schedulability analysis, and model checking-based
verification of AADL models. However, written in Ada and C, the portability of the tool
is minimal.

3. Architecture of TxtME

TxtME is a textual domain-specific model editor that combines high extensibility with
web-based implementation. The customizability of web-based textual model editors is
typically limited to the definitions and notations of concepts, relations, and properties.
However, the interaction with the editor is predefined and common to any DSM editor
produced by these tools. In contrast, TxtME enables the tool builder to customize the
behavior of the editor by modeling it in Statecharts. Statecharts have been shown to be an
appropriate formalism for such purposes by Sousa et al. [14]. TxtME provides essential
IDE features, such as syntax highlighting, automatic text completion, and error detection
out of the box, that can be used in a standalone fashion or integrated into web-based
modeling frameworks.

TxtME follows a client-server architecture, as shown in Figure 1. The Client-side
provides textual editing facilities that are rendered based on the Statecharts used to model
their behavior. The same Statechart models orchestrate the behavior of the Parsers and
Visitors at the Server side. The model-ware repository provides storage and manipulation API
for models. We elaborate on the architecture in what follows.

https://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/live
https://www.eclipse.org/emfatic/
https://www.eclipse.org/emfatic/
https://www.eclipse.org/glsp/
https://www.eclipse.org/glsp/
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Figure 1. Overview of the main components of the architecture and their relationships.

3.1. Client

On the client-side, users interact directly with an automatically generated web-based
text editor. HTML5 and CSS are used for graphical rendering and JavaScript to implement
the API of the Editor. Data exchange between components is achieved via JSON. The behav-
ior and the rendering mechanism are orchestrated using the Statecharts + Class Diagrams
(SCCD) formalism. For example, the SCCD instance tracks the characters being typed in
the editor and performs syntax highlighting; and identifies errors in the textual model
based on the metamodel and grammar to trigger automated text completion suggestions.
The SCCD formalism uses Class Diagrams to define classes and Statecharts to define their
behavior and interactions [19]. This combination provides excellent descriptive power in
numerous applications and aligns well with the modeling of model editors. The feasibility
of such an approach has been demonstrated in previous work [20].

3.2. Domain-Specific Parsers and Visitors

The parser converts the text into a parse tree that visitors manipulate and interpret
based on the SCCD model. The parse tree is defined by the grammar of the DSL, which
further conforms to the meta-grammar (Appendix A). As per usual, the parse tree contains
information such as tokens, white spaces, and comments. The framework provides a
meta-grammar to define rules that DSL grammars must correspond to. The visitor com-
ponents synthesize various information based on the parse tree, e.g., for automatic model
completion, text highlighting, and text decoration. This is achieved by first generating
the instance model that corresponds to the metamodel of the DSL from the parse tree.
This mechanism is shown in Figure 1 through the example of editing an AADL model.
However, the mapping to the metamodel is not required, allowing the modeler to define a
metamodel either before or after defining the grammar. This is a characteristic difference
between TxtME and mainstream editor frameworks, such as EMFText and Xtext. A style
definition contains the information for the visual representation of elements, such as the
fonts and colors. This style definition is mapped onto the DLS grammar, allowing the
framework to render visual elements in the desired format.

3.3. Model-Ware Repository

The model-ware repository provides a storage and model manipulation back-end. All
artifacts (instance model, metamodel, DSL grammar, style definition, metamodel mapping,
style mapping, parse tree, and SCCD model) are considered models conforming to their
metamodels. They are all stored in the repository. Similar avenues have been explored in
the Modelverse [21] and AToMPM [22] projects, but in principle, any model-ware repository
(e.g., Neo4EMF [23]) can be used in this architecture, provided that it implements a specific
interface. The API provides kernel-specific operations, such as loading a metamodel and
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parser; metamodel-specific operations, such as verifying constraints and conformance; and
model-specific operations, such as CRUD operations of entities, associations, and attributes.
Visitors interact with the repository to perform the operations needed by the text editors.
For example, loading the model corresponding to the text in the editor, building a model
while entering text, verifying if the model is valid with respect to the metamodel, and look-
ing up references to existing elements in the model when proposing candidates for the
automatic text completion.

4. Features and Customization

In this section, we discuss some of the main facilities of TxtME, such as the fully
modeled front-end of the editor (Section 4.1), the grammars (Section 4.2), metamod-
eling (Section 4.3), syntax highlighting (Section 4.4), and automatic model completion
(Section 4.5). We elaborate on the customization of these facilities by considering three
characteristically different roles: (i) the user interacting with the editor; (ii) the language
engineer defining the DSL and its textual concrete syntax; and (iii) the tool builder devel-
oping the editor. In the following, we consider a text editor tailored to a DSL for creating
AADL models.

4.1. Fully Modeled Editor

As explained in Section 3, the text editor is controlled by an SCCD model. The tool
builder can thus customize the structure and behavior of its features by modifying the
SCCD model, creating a new SCCD model, and combining it with the SCCD models of
graphical interfaces. Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the SCCD model used in the prototype
implementation of TxtME. The two main components of the system are captured in the
client and editor_main classes of the model. These classes encapsulate states that belong
together and prescribe the behavior of the specific component. Roundtangles denote states,
and directed links denote actions that bring a component from the source state to the target
state. For example, the left_mouse_button action brings the editor from the editor_mode state
to the mouse state. This state is exhibited as long as the left_mouse_up action is performed,
bringing the editor back to the editor_mode or selection state, depending on whether any
object was selected when the editor exhibited the mouse state. The SCCD formalism inherits
the semantics of Statecharts and provides a high-level language to model parallelism.
Expressing parallelism is achieved by orthogonal regions. For example, the editor_main
class is further refined into two orthogonal regions, editor_modes_parent and typing_mode.
This example, specifically, means that the behavior of the editor is independent of the
typing mode.

SCCD is compositional, thus building increasingly complex models that can be
achieved in an iterative-incremental way. This aligns well with nowadays’ agile software
engineering practices, ensuring a rapid reaction to user needs.

4.2. Grammars for Syntax Definition

The language engineer configures the parsers for the DSL by specifying a DSL gram-
mar. This grammar is expressed in terms of the meta-grammar, which is bootstrapped upon
starting the server. Like the Syntax Definition formalism in Spoofax, the tool builder can
also configure the parser component’s behavior by altering the meta-grammar, requiring
changes on the underlying parsing mechanism (i.e., modify the PEG parser). The meta-
grammar specifies how to define grammars and mappings, including the meta-grammar
itself. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the AADL grammar defined in [24] and implemented
in our prototype.
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Figure 2. Excerpt of the SCCD model that defines the behavior of the editor.

grammar{
   start: PROCESS name (features_block | ... | ...)* END name SEMICOLON;
   features_block: FEATURES (feature)*;
   feature: (abstract feature | port | data access | bus access |
                 subprogram access | subprogram group access | parameter | feature group)*;
   port: port_id COLON (IN_DATA_PORT | OUT_DATA_PORT) data_id_reference SEMICOLON;
   ...
   name: IDENTIFIER;
   port_id: IDENTIFIER;
   data_id_reference: IDENTIFIER;

tokens{
   keywords: process { PROCESS: 'process';  FEATURES: 'features'; INPUT: 'input'; OUTPUT: 'output';
                                     IN_DATA_PORT: 'in data port';  OUT_DATA_PORT: 'out data port'}
   keywords: general { END: 'end';}
   COLON: ':'; COMMA: ','; SEMICOL: ';';
   DIGIT: [0-9] @Msg 'Digit';
   IDENTIFIER: '[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z_0-9]*' @Msg 'Identifier';
   NEWLINE: '(\r?\n[\t ]*)+' @Impl @Msg 'New Line';
   LINE_CONT: '\\[\t \f]*\r?\n' @Impl @Msg 'Line Continuation';
   WS: '[\t \f]+' @Impl @Msg 'White Space';
   COMMENT: '//[^\n]*' @Cmnt @Msg 'Comment';  }
}

Figure 3. Simplified AADL process grammar (adopted from [24]).

Here, we only discuss the meta-grammar at a high level. The complete specification is
available from the repository of the project (https://github.com/geodes-sms/txtme/blob/
main/grammar_parser_v2/metaGrammar.py, accessed on 4 November 2021). Grammars
expressed in terms of our meta-grammar are currently realized by means of a scanner-less
Packrat parsing strategy [25,26]. This strategy uses parsing expression grammars (PEG)
which have intersting properties, such as being closed under composition, intersection,
and complement.

Basing the meta-grammar on PEG enables language engineers to write grammar
production rules in an EBNF style. However, unlike other context-free grammars, the al-
ternative operation represented by the ‘|’ symbol is left-associative. Therefore, language
engineers must resolve the ambiguity of each token, non-terminal, and symbol: they must
produce a correct ordering of alternatives ‘|’ that allows the complete and correct parsing-
exploration of the intended grammar, e.g., a linear if-then-else fashion, where the smaller
ambiguous choices are selected to be the first alternatives. For example, a rule in the form r:

https://github.com/geodes-sms/txtme/blob/main/grammar_parser_v2/metaGrammar.py
https://github.com/geodes-sms/txtme/blob/main/grammar_parser_v2/metaGrammar.py
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a|ab|ba|b; is unable to match only b, since its partially ambiguous version ba precedes it
in the alternative sequence. Instead, the rule should be formulated as r: ab?|ba?;.

Besides production rules and tokens, the language engineer can extend the DSL
grammar with the following constructs in the form of macros.

• Implicit (@Impl) for token reuse. When a token is marked as implicit, that particular
token can appear anywhere in the grammar without explicitly stating it multiple
times. For example, in Figure 3, white spaces and newlines are defined once but can
be placed anywhere in the text. Note that implicit tokens are by default removed from
the parse tree unless specified otherwise by the tool builder.

• Comment (@Cmnt) to improve the readability of the textual model. Comment rules
are predefined implicit rules, with the difference that they are retained in the parse
tree. For example, in the AADL grammar, a line starting with ‘//’ is considered a
comment in the AADL textual model.

• Message (@Msg) to advise the user. The language engineer has the opportunity to
return a meaningful message in the case of an error at a specific location in the text.
Messages can annotate both tokens and rule definitions. For example, in the AADL
grammar, the message “Identifier” will appear when expecting an identifier instead
of the regular expression.

• Counters to count and parse within cycles. Although DSL grammars are context-
free, language engineers can parse and increment the count of a given non-terminal
whenever evaluating a production rule. In the context of a cycle (i.e., ‘*’ or ‘+’),
a non-terminal can be parsed an increasing number of times. Language engineers
are able to specify how much each of the counters associated with a particular non-
terminal is increased or decreased each time the non-terminal is evaluated on the body
of a rule. This is useful when it comes to handling textual DSLs that use indentation.

• Keywords to group tokens. Grouping tokens is particularly useful for the mappings.
A single name can refer to all tokens grouped within a keyword to organize tokens
regardless of the grammar structure. Figure 4.

4.3. Metamodel Conformance

The DSL grammar is typically used as the concrete syntax specification of a DSL.
A DSL grammar alone can only define a context-independent language. Hence, the re-
sulting parsing of a given sentence will only create a concrete syntax tree. In general,
however, language engineers require parsing DSL sentences to generate abstract syntax
graphs. For instance, parsing in general programming languages (e.g., Java) generates a
graph representing a program. Complex context-dependent rules and constraints, such as
scoping (e.g., static and dynamic) and name resolution mechanisms, must also be defined.
Therefore, similarly to what happens in other solutions, such as EMFText, we introduce a
metamodeling language to define metamodels that represent the abstract syntax of DSLs.

After defining a DSL metamodel, the language engineer specifies a metamodel map-
ping to assign a concrete syntax to the abstract syntax of the language. As an example,
the mapping for our AADL editor prototype is shown in Figure 5. The metamodel referred
to by the mapping (in this case, MyFormalisms.AADLProcess) is required to exist in the
Modelverse. The metamodel mapping specifies the correspondence between a metamodel
element and a DSL grammar rule, and any token used within the rule. For example,
the port_decl rule corresponds to a Port, where the name sub-rule (which consists of
a single string) represents the name of the Port. Furthermore, since the port_decl rule
uses the data_id_reference_def sub-rule, the name rule (which consists of a single string)
represents the data_id_reference attribute value of the Port. As shown in Figure 5,
the metamodel (@Model) is assumed to be a class diagram-like structure, with classes
(@Class), attributes (@Attr), and associations (@Assoc). Associations can have attributes
and references (@Ref) to two classes, referred to by the role names. The separation of the
metamodel mapping from DSL grammar allows the language engineer to define multiple
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textual syntaxes to the DSL. It also allows him to reuse the same textual specification for
other DSLs.

styles{
   .def { font-family: 'Nimbus Mono L'; font-size: 12pt; color: rgb(0,0,0); }
   .err { text-decoration: underline;  -moz-text-decoration-style: wavy; color: red; }
   .blueBold { color: rgb(51,102,255); font-weight: bold !important; }
   .greenLarge { color: rgb(0,128,0); font-size: 14pt; }
   .greyBold { color: rgb(100,100,100); font-weight: bold }
   .purple{ color: rgb(128,100,128); font-weight: bold }

}  stylemap {
   @Default default: def;
   @Error error: err;
   @Keywords process: greenLarge;  
   @Keywords general: blueBold; 
   COMMENT: greyBold;
   port_decl: purple;
   port_decl.name: blueBold;

}

Figure 4. Style definition and mapping.

mapper {
   start -> @Model MyFormalisms.AADLProcess {  
       start.name -> @Attr name;
       port_decl -> @Class Port {
           port_decl.name -> @Attr port_id;
           port_decl.direction -> @Attr direction;
           data_id_reference_def.name -> @Ref data;
       }
   }

}

Figure 5. Excerpt of the metamodel mapping for AADL processes.

Assigning meaning to the DSL grammar by means of the metamodel mapping allows
verifying whether the text in the editor represents a correct model, i.e., one that conforms
to the metamodel of the DSL. If this verification fails, the user receives the error message
specified in the @Msg part of the corresponding rules.

The SCCD model can check errors both in the syntax and the static semantics. For
conformance checking, the corresponding visitor requests the verification through the
model-ware interface. In case of error, the message received from the model-ware repository
is displayed to the user. For example, in Figure 6, the data command_data are not defined
in the model.

process controlProcessing //this is a comment
features
input: in data port sensor_data; 
output: out data port command_data;

Figure 6. Screenshot of the generated AADL process textual editor.
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4.4. Syntax Highlighting

The text typed in by the user is decorated to ease the readability of the textual model.
A default style is applied to the text that highlights all occurrences of the keywords defined
in the DSL grammar. However, in the philosophy of MDE, the language engineer should
offer a model editor that best fits the application domain and the user’s needs. Therefore,
similarly to Spoofax and MPS, TxtME provides a DSL for style definitions. A style mapping
is required to assign a specific style to a DSL grammar. This separation of concerns allows
language engineers to reuse styles for different grammars. Figure 4 shows an example of a
possible style definition and mapping for AADL models. Note that both artifacts conform
to a style grammar which, in turn, conforms to the meta-grammar.

Styles are defined as CSS rules. We have chosen CSS because it is a declarative
language, offers a complete decoration palette for text, is widely adopted, and all web
browsers support it. The CSS is applied directly in the web editor and therefore works
with any CSS supported by the browser, even to perform text effects and animations. For
example, Figure 4 defines six named style classes. Here, def is the default decoration of
any text that is not explicitly mapped to a style and err decorates text containing errors.

The language engineer specifies syntax highlighting for tokens, keywords, or rules.
Token and rule highlighting are performed only after the text is parsed, as opposed to
keyword highlighting. Keyword highlighting assigns a rendering style to groups of tokens.
This is defined in the style mapping by referring to the name of the keywords group. For
example, all tokens in the pn keywords will be displayed in green. Token highlighting
decorates individual tokens. This is defined by referring to the name of a particular token,
such as COMMENT: greyBold. Finally, syntax highlighting can be specified for complete
rules, as in port_decl: purple. The language engineer can also decorate a token or
sub-rule within a specific rule. For example, in port_decl.name: blueBold, only the
name rule in the rule port_decl will be in blue and bold. Figure 6 illustrates an example of
applying the style of Figure 4 to the AADL process grammar. In this example, the cascading
property of the style definition and mapping renders the port declaration in three colors.

4.5. Automatic Model Completion

Automatic text completion is an essential feature of modern IDEs, since it guides
the user towards what possible text can be written at a specific location. Internally, we
distinguish between two flavors of this feature. Grammar-based automatic completion
proposes the next token based on the current rule of the DSL grammar. For example,
in Figure 6, either a port, parameter, or access to a data, bus, subprogram, or subprogram
group can be declared at the current position of the cursor, according to the grammar
in Figure 3. However, since the user already typed the first letters corresponding to a
port declaration, Port is suggested. Model-based automatic completion suggests valid
references to other model elements. This occurs when the current rule is mapped to an
association, and the cursor is at the location of a reference. As in MPS, automatic completion
is primarily configured by the metamodel mapping. For example, input: in data port
will suggest sensor_data in the current model.

5. Evaluation

We discuss our measurements on performance and scalability in this section. For the
sake of the completeness of our case study, we have opted for implementing a simpler
language than AADL: an editor for Petri nets. Petri nets have been used in conjunction with
AADL extensively, especially for verification purposes, e.g., for safety [27], dependabil-
ity [28], model viability [29], and virtual timed scenarios [30]. Figure 7 shows the complete
grammar of Petri nets.
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grammar{
   start: PETRINET name (place_decl | transition_decl | arc_decl)* END;
   place_decl: PLACE name place_def? SEMICOL;
   place_def: '{' (tokens_def (COMMA capacity_def)? | capacity_def (COMMA tokens_def)? ) '}';
   capacity_def: CAPACITY COLON integer;
   tokens_def: TOKENS COLON integer;
   transition_decl: TRANSITION name SEMICOL;
   arc_decl: ARC name weight_def? COLON FROM source TO destination SEMICOL;
   weight_def: '{' WEIGHT COLON integer '}';
   name: IDENTIFIER;
   source: IDENTIFIER;
   destination: IDENTIFIER;
   integer: DIGIT+;

tokens{
   keywords: pn { PETRINET: 'Petrinet';  PLACE: 'Place';  TRANSITION: 'Transition';
                             ARC: 'Arc';  WEIGHT: 'weight';  CAPACITY: 'capacity';  TOKENS: 'tokens'; }
   keywords: general { END: 'end'; FROM: 'from'; TO: 'to'; }
   COLON: ':'; COMMA: ','; SEMICOL: ';';       
   DIGIT: [0-9] @Msg 'Digit';
   IDENTIFIER: '[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z_0-9]*' @Msg 'Identifier';
   NEWLINE: '(\r?\n[\t ]*)+' @Impl @Msg 'New Line';
   LINE_CONT: '\\[\t \f]*\r?\n' @Impl @Msg 'Line Continuation';
   WS: '[\t \f]+' @Impl @Msg 'White Space';
   COMMENT: '//[^\n]*' @Cmnt @Msg 'Comment';  }
}

Figure 7. Fully functional Petri net grammar for the experiments.

We have performed two experiments. One is to measure the responsiveness of the
editor for varying model sizes. The other is to measure the effect of having multiple parallel
editors working on models deployed on the same web page.

5.1. Prototype Implementation

The prototype of TxtME used in our experiments is available from its GitHub reposi-
tory (https://github.com/geodes-sms/txtme, accessed on 4 November 2021). It uses the
Modelverse [21] as the model-ware repository. The Modelverse Kernel (MvK) provides an
API for performing CRUD operations on model elements, checking linguistic conformance,
and executing models of computations. The server-side of the prototype is implemented in
Python 2.7.8, which is the same as the parser of the MvK.

In our prototype, we implemented automatic model completion with two passes of
parsing. The first pass returns all suggestions until the current position of the cursor. The
second pass completes the list from the whole model. Subsequently, the parse tree is sent
to the MvK, which produces the completion suggestions based on the metamodel and its
static semantics.

5.2. Experimental Setup

The experiments were carried out on a virtual machine running Kubuntu 14.10 with
2 GB of RAM and a 2 GHz CPU on one available core. The virtual machine was hosted on
a 2 GHz dual-core machine with 8 GB of RAM running on Microsoft Windows 8.1. The
browser was Google Chrome 38 due to its support for the User Timing API in JavaScript.
The server part of the architecture was deployed locally on the virtual machine as a simple
Python HTTP server. The results were calculated by taking the average of 10 collected data
points after removing outliers using a variability coefficient under 5%.

5.3. Experiment 1: Responsiveness

In this experiment, we measure the responsiveness of the editor for varying model sizes.

5.3.1. Case Study
The objective of the first experiment is to evaluate the performance of the different

features of customized textual domain-specific model editors. More specifically, we want
to assess its scalability with respect to the amount of text in the editor. Since the parser,
highlight visitors, and automatic completion visitors rely on tokens and not lines of code,

https://github.com/geodes-sms/txtme
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we vary the number of tokens in the text (including white spaces and newlines). The
text we vary is the following, where lines 2 and 3 are repeated for i = 1 . . . 98 to give
N = 20 + 10i tokens with L = 3 + 2i lines.

1: Petrinet Test
2: Place Pi;
3: Transition Ti;
4: Arc a : from P1 to T1;
5: end

The metrics we use are the completion times of the following operations:

• Load text: The time it takes to load the raw text into the editor before parsing.
• Check error: The time it takes for parsing the text, creating a new model in the

Modelverse, and then checking conformance. The input text is error-free to force the
verification of the complete text.

• Highlight: The time it takes for the highlighting visitors to determine the style of each
token (decorated directly or within a keywords group or a rule) and for the CSS to be
applied in the browser. Since the input text is error-free, all the text is highlighted.

• Open file: The time it takes to load a textual model in the editor and highlight it. This
is computed as the sum of load text and highlight measures, plus the fixed time to
load the Petri nets grammar.

• Auto-complete model: The time it takes for the server to return all suggestions for a
reference, based on the model. To test the worst-case scenario, we force both parsing
passes to read the entire text. This is accomplished by injecting an error at line
L − 1: removing the semicolon and requesting auto-complete at T1. This proposes
98 suggestions for the case of N = 1000 tokens.

• Auto-complete grammar: The time it takes for the server to return all suggestions,
only based on the DSL grammar. This requires parsing the text up until the current
position of the cursor. Thus, to test a worst-case scenario, auto-complete is requested
on line L − 1 at to.

5.3.2. Results

Figure 8 presents the results of this experiment. The time is measured in milliseconds
on a logarithmic scale. Measurements were performed for N = 30, 100, 500, 1000. Note
that this experiment was set up to measure the worst-case scenarios. Best-case scenarios
averaged times up to 10 milliseconds for each feature.
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Figure 8. Worst-case features performance for varying Petri nets model sizes.
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First, let us look at the performance of the operations to open a file. Note that the
input model was chosen so that we compute the worst-case scenarios of each measurement,
since otherwise, the results will be under 10 milliseconds. From a practical point of view,
the time it takes to open an already existing textual model is crucial. This requires first to
load the grammar, which, in the case of the Petri nets grammar in Figure 3, takes a fixed
1.267 s.

As expected, the time complexity for loading text is linear with respect to the model
size. Check error is quadratic and one of the most costly operations because it communi-
cates with the Modelverse. Its performance heavily relies on the processing time taken by
the MvK, which is outside the scope of this paper. The time complexity for syntax highlight-
ing is quadratic with respect to the number of tokens. This is because three highlighting
visitors decorate each line corresponding to a Ti: one for the whole rule transition_decl,
one for the pn mapping (the token Transition), and one for the token name. As a result,
more than half of the text in the editor needs to be highlighted, which slows down the
browser. Note that running the same experiment with only keyword highlighting increases
the performance by 50% on average. This shows that the performance also depends on
the amount of text to decorate. Another observation is that loading grammar for smaller
models (<500 tokens) takes more than 95% of the time to open the file, whereas highlighting
takes up most of the time for larger models.

Finally, both auto-complete operations scale linearly with respect to the number of
tokens. More precisely, auto-complete depends on the number of suggestions. Model-based
auto-complete performs worse than grammar-based because it communicates with the
MvK to filter invalid suggestions based on the context of the request, but also because
the grammar-based auto-complete only proposes one suggestion (the to token) at the
requested location.

5.4. Experiment 2

In this experiment, we measure the effect of having multiple parallel editors working
on models deployed on the same web page.

5.4.1. Case Study

From experiment 1, we conclude that highly customizable textual domain-specific
model editors perform efficiently on small models that are edited quickly—at least for the
current state of our prototype. An application example for such editors is the properties
window of a graphical model element. It usually contains as many text boxes as the
element has attributes whose value is text (e.g., strings). In an entirely modeled modeling
tool, such as AToMPM, types of attributes are defined as metamodels. They can range
from simple languages, such as the cardinality of an association end, to more complex
languages, such as a constraint language. For such applications, multiple instances of the
editor will be running concurrently. Therefore, the objective of the second experiment is to
determine if the amount of concurrent editors running on the same page has an impact on
the performance of the features.

In this experiment, we measure load grammar, load text, highlight, open file, and check
error for the Petri net model with N = 100 tokens. We vary the number of editors E that
attempt to open a replicate of that textual model concurrently, with E = 2, 4, 10, 14, 20.
The case where E = 1 from experiment 1 is used as the basis to compare the impact of an
increasing number of editors. We also perform the same measurements on a larger model
with a larger grammar to rule out any bias from the nature of the model or grammar. As
stated in Section 4, the meta-grammar has also been modeled to increase the degree of
customization. Therefore, we use the Petri nets grammar as a textual model, comprising
522 tokens, with the meta-grammar as its grammar. Note that the auto-complete operations
are not considered in this experiment, because it is not possible to request automatic text
completion on multiple editors on the same page simultaneously.
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5.4.2. Results

Figure 9 presents the results of this experiment run on the Petri net model with
N = 100 tokens. The shapes of the graphs show that there is a performance penalty the
moment a second editor is added. However, interestingly, the time to perform each feature
remains constant, regardless of the number of editors. The feature that additional editors
most impact is check error by a factor of 5. Load text and highlight are increased by a factor
of 2, whereas load grammar remains constant. Overall, opening 1 or 20 files is only affected
by 7%, which is negligible.
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Figure 9. Effect of varying the number of concurrent editors, written in the Petri nets grammar.

Figure 10 presents the results of this experiment run on the Petri net grammar from
Figure 3. The shapes of the graphs confirm that even for larger models and grammars,
the number of concurrent editors does not affect performance. In this case, the most
impacted feature is load text highlight (by a factor of 2), due to the different specifications
of the style mapping applied on the Petri nets grammar. Check error is only increased by
20%. Overall, open file is affected by 43% for this case.
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Figure 10. Effect of varying the number of concurrent editors, written in the Meta-grammar.

5.5. Discussion

It is important to note that the results of the two experiments highly rely on the
implementation of our proof of concept. The goal of this prototype was not to target time
efficiency but to show the feasibility of highly customizable domain-specific textual model
editors. Experiment 1 has not shown impressive performance results because we tested the
worst-case scenarios. As a matter of fact, as the user types in text, keywords highlighting is
instantaneous. However, this experiment has demonstrated that optimizations are required
for automatic text completion; for example, we can create the model in the background at
regular intervals. One important consequence is that the performance of highlighting is
strongly impacted by the specification of the style mapping, especially if multiple mappings
must decorate many tokens. An optimization for highlighting would be to determine the
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final style of each token to avoid multiple parsing and visitor passes. Another conclusion
is that it is not only the amount of text that impacts features such as syntax highlighting
and auto-complete but also how the style and metamodel mapping are defined.

For experiment 2, only the SCCD model needed to be adapted to support multiple
editors, which shows the modularity of the architecture. This experiment lets us assert that
the performance of the editors is independent of the number of editors, although this is
subject to an overhead. This is thanks to the ability to dynamically instantiate as many
statecharts as there are editors and execute them in parallel by means of orthogonal
components. We have already started to incorporate such text editors wherever text can be
edited in the graphical interface of AToMPM.

Finally, in what matters to feasibility (and the ability to tackle complexity), we con-
clude that it is possible to use TxtME to define complex languages. Despite using PEG
expressiveness on the grammar definition, we could define a grammar (the meta-grammar)
that can parse itself. Therefore, we find no obstacle in defining grammars to parse complex
languages such as general programming languages (e.g., Java, C).

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have explored the opportunities in the customizability of textual
model editors. We proposed a solution for the customizability of web-based editors by
fully modeling their structure and behavior, using appropriate formalisms. To demonstrate
the feasibility of the approach, we have implemented a prototype, carried out various
modeling tasks in architecture modeling (using AADL), and provided fully implemented
case studies for performance and scalability evaluation (using Petri nets). Although our
prototype is integrated with the Modelverse as a model repository, the approach is platform-
and middleware-agnostic. Our experiments show that the approach demonstrates a high
degree of customizability without manually altering the generated source code of the editor.
This is enabled by the generative techniques making use of the modeled internals. We have
observed that the increasing degree of customizability implies decreasing performance and
scalability. Performance, however, was not in the scope of this study. The contributions of
this paper focus on maximizing customization opportunities for textual model editors.

In future work, we plan to explore further the customization limits of our approach by
automatically deriving a complete SCCD model from a given DSL grammar specification
while selecting several kinds of parsing on this derivation. This will allow, for instance,
to switch the parser’s implementation to a different platform. Nevertheless, more impor-
tantly, this will offer tool builders more refined choices on the kind of parsing required for
the application context of their textual editor (e.g., context-free, parser expression, or pro-
jectional grammars). Different features can use different parsing strategies: for instance,
a context-free grammar to load an existing model, a projectional grammar for automatic
text completion on each keystroke, and a PEG for syntax highlighting. We also plan to
perform a thorough comparison of the different tools from a usability and performance
point of view, to propose the best options to tool builders. Finally, we will re-evaluate
our approach in the context of modular language engineering when constructing new
complex modeling languages by reusing existing ones: in particular, mature programming
languages such as Java.
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Appendix A

grammar {AAAAA
yhIIIIIIIIAProductionArulesAIIIIIIIIhyAAA
start]Agrammar\Amapper\A.MsgAkTopAlevelAstartk0
grammar]AFR^MM^RAL}xRAproduction_rulehAR}xR
AAAA.MsgAkFrammarAdefinitionk0
production_rule]Arule_definitionA|Atoken_collection
AAAA.MsgAkTopAlevelAproductionAruleAdefinitionk0AAAAAA
rule_definition]Arule_nameA}OLON
AAAArule_right_hand_sideAmessage\AS,MI}OL
AAAA.MsgAkProductionAruleAdefinitionk0AAAAAA
rule_name]ALOW,R_}^S,A.MsgAkRuleAnamek0AAAAAAA
rule_right_hand_side]Atoken_name
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|Atoken_value
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|Arule_nameA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|ALP^RArule_right_hand_sideARP^RAcardinality\
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|Arule_right_hand_sideAORArule_right_hand_sideA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|Arule_right_hand_sideArule_right_hand_sideA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA|Arule_right_hand_sideAOP,R
AAAAAAAAAAAAA.MsgAkProductionAruleArightAhandAsidek0
cardinality]A}^R+AOLSxRAMINUS\AINTARSxRN\A.MsgAk}ardinalityk0
message]AM,SS^F,_MO+Amessage_valueA.MsgAk,rrorAmessagek0
message_value]AR,F,XPA.MsgAk,rrorAmessageAvaluek0
token_collection]ATOK,NSAL}xR
AAAAOtoken_sub_collectionA|Atoken_definitionNhAAR}xR
AAAA.MsgAkTopAlevelAtokenAdefinitionk0
token_sub_collection]AK,YWOR+SA}OLONAcollection_name
AAAAL}xRAtoken_definitionhAR}xR
AAAA.MsgAkTokenAcollectionAdefinitionk0
collection_name]ALOW,R_}^S,A.MsgAkTokenAcollectionAnamek0AAAAAA
token_definition]Atoken_nameA}OLONAtoken_value
AAAAOmodifierA|AmessageNhAS,MI}OLAAAAA
AAAA.MsgAkTokenAdefinitionk0
token_name]AUPP,R_}^S,A.MsgAkTokenAnamek0AAAAAAAA
token_value]AR,F,XPA.MsgAkTokenAvaluek0AAAAAA
modifier]AIMPLI}IT_MO+A|A}OMM,NT_MO+
AAAA.MsgAkPossibleAmodifiersk0
tokens {
AAAAAALOW,R_}^S,]AAk[aIz_][aIz_DIz]hkA.MsgAkLowerAcaseAcharactersk0
AAAAAAUPP,R_}^S,]Ak[^IZ_][^IZ_DIz]hkA.MsgAkUpperAcaseAcharactersk0
AAAAAAR,F,XP]AAk\kOWA|A\nNh\[^\\]\kkA.MsgAkRegularAexpressionk0
AAAAAAINT]Ak[DIz]hkA.MsgAkIntegersk0AAAAAA
AAAAAAIMPLI}IT_MO+]AkO.ImplicitA|A.ImplNkA.MsgAk.ImplicitAorA.Implk0
AAAAAAM,SS^F,_MO+]AkO.MessageA|A.MsgNk
AAAAAAAAAA.MsgAk.MessageAorA.Msgk0
AAAAAA}OMM,NT_MO+]AkO.}ommentA|A.}mntNk
AAAAAAAAAA.MsgAk.}ommentAorA.}mntk0
      keywords]generalA{
AAAAAAAAATOK,NS]Aktokensk0
AAAAAAAAAK,YWOR+S]Akkeywordsk0
AAAAAAAAAFR^MM^R]Akgrammark0
AAAAAAAAAM^PP,R]Akmapperk0
AAAAAA}
AAAAAAOP,RA]k[\hS]kA.MsgAkoperator]A\EAhAorASk0AORA]Ak\|kA.MsgAk|k0
AAAAAALP^RA]Ak\OkA.MsgAkOk0ARP^RA]Ak\NkA.MsgAkNk0
AAAAAAMINUS]AkIk0A}^R+]AkBk0AS,MI}OL]Ak0k0A}OMM^]AkEk0A}OLON]Ak]k0
AAAAAAL}xR]Ak\{kA.MsgAk{k0AR}xR]Ak\}kA.MsgAk}k0
AAAAAALSxR]Ak\[kA.MsgAk[k0ARSxR]Ak\]kA.MsgAk]k0
AAAAAAyyAImplicitAdeclarationsAAAAA
AAAAAAN,WLIN,]AkO\r\\n[\tA]hNSkA.MsgAkNewALinekA.Implicit0
AAAAAAWS]Ak[\tA\f]SkA.MsgAkWhiteAspacekA.Implicit0
AAAAAALIN,_}ONT]Ak\\[\tA\f]h\r\\nkA.ImplicitA.MsgAkLineAcontinuationk0
AAAAAASINFL,_}OMM,NT]Akyy[^\n]hk
AAAAAAAAAA.}ommentA.MsgAkSingleAlineAcommentk0
AAAAAAMULTI_}OMM,NT]Aky\hOW|\nNh\\hyk
AAAAAAAAAA.}ommentA.MsgAkMultiAlineAcommentk0
}A

AAA
AyhIIIIIIIIAModelAmappingAIIIIIIIIhy
mapper]AM^PP,RAL}xRAmodel_mapping_ruleAR}xR
AAAA.MsgAkTopAlevelAmodelAmapperAdefinitionk0
model_mapping_rule]Aprod_nameA^RROWAMO+,L
AAAAconcept_nameAL}xRAmapping_ruleshAR}xR
AAAA.MsgAkModelAmapperAdefinitionk0
mapping_rules]Aattr_mapping_rule
AAAAAAAAAAAA|Aclass_mapping_rule
AAAAAAAAAAAA|Aassoc_mapping_rule
AAAAAAAAAA.MsgAkTopAlevelAmappingArulesk0
attr_mapping_rule]Aprod_nameA^RROWA^TTR
AAAAconcept_nameAS,MI}OLA.MsgAk^ttributeAmappingArulek0
ref_mapping_rule]Aprod_nameA^RROWAR,#
AAAAconcept_nameAS,MI}OLA.MsgAkReferenceAmappingArulek0
class_mapping_rule]Aprod_nameA^RROWA}L^SS
AAAAconcept_nameAL}xRAattr_mapping_rulehAR}xRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAA.MsgAk}lassAmappingArulek0AAAA
assoc_mapping_rule]Aprod_nameA^RROWA^SSO}
AAAAconcept_nameAL}xRAOattr_mapping_rule|ref_mapping_ruleNh
AAAAR}xRA.MsgAk^ssociationAmappingArulek0AAAAAA
prod_name]ApathA.MsgAkNameAofAproductionAruleAbeingAmappedk0
concept_name]ApathA.MsgAkNameAofAconceptAbeingAmappedAtok0
path]AI+,NTI#I,RAO+OTAI+,NTI#I,RNhA.MsgAk+ottedAnamek0
tokens {
AAAAAAyyAmapperAtokens
AAAAAAI+,NTI#I,R]Ak[aIz^IZ_][aIz^IZ_DIz]hkA.MsgAkIdentifierk0
AAAAAA+OT]Ak\WkA.MsgAkWk0A^RROW]AkIZk0
AAAAAA^SSO}]Ak.^ssockA.MsgAk^ssociationAmapperAsymbolk0
AAAAAA^TTR]Ak.^ttrkA.MsgAk^ttributeAmapperAsymbolk0
AAAAAA}L^SS]Ak.}lasskA.MsgAk}lassAmapperAsymbolk0
AAAAAAMO+,L]Ak.ModelkA.MsgAkModelAmapperAsymbolk0
AAAAAAR,#]Ak.RefkA.MsgAkReferenceAmapperAsymbolk0
AA}
}

Figure A1. The Meta-Grammar Definition.
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